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Description

This dataset is the box plot data produced by Matjeka & Fitzmaurice to demonstrate applicability of their process.

Usage

box_plots

Format

A data frame with 2484 rows and 5 variables:

- **left**: data pulled to the left
- **lines**: data with arbitrary spikes along a range
- **normal**: normally distributed data
- **right**: data pulled to the right
- **split**: split data
References


Examples

```r
summary(box_plots)

## base plot

#save current settings
state = par("mar", "mfrow")
par(mfrow = c(5, 2), mar = c(1, 2, 2, 1))
nms = names(box_plots)

for (i in 1:5) {
  nm = nms[i]
  hist(box_plots[[nms[i]]],
       breaks = 100,
       main = nm)
  boxplot(box_plots[[nms[i]]],
          horizontal = TRUE)
}

#reset settings
par(state)

## ggplot

if (require(ggplot2)) {
  ggplot(box_plots, aes(x = left)) + geom_density()
  ggplot(box_plots, aes(x = lines)) + geom_density()
  ggplot(box_plots, aes(x = normal)) + geom_density()
  ggplot(box_plots, aes(x = right)) + geom_density()
  ggplot(box_plots, aes(x = split)) + geom_density()
}
```

datasaurus_dozen  Datasaurs Dozen data
Description
A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in standard measures: mean, standard deviation, and Pearson’s correlation.

Usage
datasaurus_dozen

Format
A data frame with 1846 rows and 3 variables:
• dataset: indicates which dataset the data are from
• x: x-values
• y: y-values

References

Examples
```r
if (require(ggplot2)) {
  ggplot(datasaurus_dozen, aes(x = x, y = y, colour = dataset)) +
  geom_point() +
  theme_void() +
  theme(legend.position = "none") +
  facet_wrap(~dataset, ncol = 3)
}

# Base R plots
state = par("mar", "mfrow")

# plot
par(mfrow = c(5, 3), mar = c(1, 2, 2, 1))
sets = sort(unique(datasaurus_dozen$dataset))

for (s in sets) {
  df = datasaurus_dozen[datasaurus_dozen$dataset == s, ]
  plot(df$x, df$y, pch = 16)
  title(s)
}

#reset settings
par(state)
```
Datasaurus Dozen (wide) data

Description

A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in standard measures: mean, standard deviation, and Pearson’s correlation.

Usage

`datasaurus_dozen_wide`

Format

A data frame with 142 rows and 26 variables:

- `away_x`: x-values for the `away` dataset
- `away_y`: y-values for the `away` dataset
- `bullseye_x`: x-values for the `bullseye` dataset
- `bullseye_y`: y-values for the `bullseye` dataset
- `circle_x`: x-values for the `circle` dataset
- `circle_y`: y-values for the `circle` dataset
- `dino_x`: x-values for the `dinosaur` dataset!
- `dino_y`: y-values for the `dinosaur` dataset!
- `dots_x`: x-values for the `dots` dataset
- `dots_y`: y-values for the `dots` dataset
- `h_lines_x`: x-values for the `h_lines` dataset
- `h_lines_y`: y-values for the `h_lines` dataset
- `high_lines_x`: x-values for the `high_lines` dataset
- `high_lines_y`: y-values for the `high_lines` dataset
- `slant_down_x`: x-values for the `slant_down` dataset
- `slant_down_y`: y-values for the `slant_down` dataset
- `slant_up_x`: x-values for the `slant_up` dataset
- `slant_up_y`: y-values for the `slant_up` dataset
- `star_x`: x-values for the `star` dataset
- `star_y`: y-values for the `star` dataset
- `v_lines_x`: x-values for the `v_lines` dataset
- `v_lines_y`: y-values for the `v_lines` dataset
- `wide_lines_x`: x-values for the `wide_lines` dataset
- `wide_lines_y`: y-values for the `wide_lines` dataset
- `x_shape_x`: x-values for the `x_shape` dataset
- `x_shape_y`: y-values for the `x_shape` dataset
References

Examples

```r
# Save current settings
state = par("mar", "mfrow")

# Base R Plots
par(mfrow = c(5, 3), mar = c(1, 3, 3, 1))

nms = names(datasaurus_dozen_wide)
for (i in seq(1, 25, by = 2)) {
  nm = substr(nms[i], 1, nchar(nms[i]) - 2)
  plot(datasaurus_dozen_wide[[nms[i]]],
       datasaurus_dozen_wide[[nms[i + 1]]],
       xlab = "", ylab = "", main = nm)
}

#reset settings
par(state)
```

simpsons_paradox

**Simpsons Paradox data**

Description
A dataset demonstrating Simpson’s Paradox with a strongly positively correlated dataset (simpson_1) and a dataset with the same positive correlation as simpson_1, but where individual groups have a strong negative correlation (simpson_2).

Usage
simpsons_paradox

Format
A data frame with 444 rows and 3 variables:

- **dataset**: indicates which of the two datasets the data are from, simpson_1 or simpson_2
- **x**: x-values
- **y**: y-values
References

Examples
```r
if (require(ggplot2)) {
  ggplot(simpsons_paradox, aes(x = x, y = y, colour = dataset)) +
  geom_point() +
  theme(legend.position = "none") +
  facet_wrap(~dataset, ncol = 3)
}
# Base R Plots
state = par("mfrow")
par(mfrow = c(1, 2))
sets = unique(datasaurus_dozen$dataset)
for (i in 1:2) {
  df = simpsons_paradox[simps paradox$dataset == paste0("simpson_", i), ]
  plot(df$x, df$y, pch = 16, xlab = "", ylab = "")
  title(paste0("Simpson's Paradox ", i))
}
par(state)
```

simpsons_paradox_wide  Simpsons Paradox (wide) data

Description
A dataset demonstrating Simpson’s Paradox with a strongly positively correlated dataset (simpson_1) and a dataset with the same positive correlation as simpson_1, but where individual groups have a strong negative correlation (simpson_2).

Usage
simpsons_paradox_wide

Format
A data frame with 222 rows and 4 variables:
- **simpson_1_x**: x-values from the simpson_1 dataset
• simpson_1_y: y-values from the simpson_1 dataset
• simpson_2_x: x-values from the simpson_2 dataset
• simpson_2_y: y-values from the simpson_2 dataset

References

Examples
#save current settings
state = par("mar", "mfrow")

par(mfrow = c(1, 2))

plot(simpsons_paradox_wide["simpson_1_x"],
     simpsons_paradox_wide["simpson_1_y"],
     xlab = "x", ylab = "y", main = "Simpson’s Paradox 1")

plot(simpsons_paradox_wide["simpson_2_x"],
     simpsons_paradox_wide["simpson_2_y"],
     xlab = "x", ylab = "y", main = "Simpson’s Paradox 2")

#reset settings
par(state)

data(twelve_from_slant_alternate_long)

twelve_from_slant_alternate_long

Twelve From Slant Alternate (long) data

Description
A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in non-parametric measures: median, interquartile range, and Spearman’s rank correlation.

Usage
twelve_from_slant_alternate_long

Format
A data frame with 2184 rows and 3 variables:
• dataset: the dataset the data are from
• x: x-values
• y: y-values
References


Examples

```r
if (require(ggplot2)) {
  ggplot(twelve_from_slant_alternate_long, aes(x = x, y = y, colour = dataset)) +
  geom_point() +
  theme_void() +
  theme(legend.position = "none") +
  facet_wrap(~dataset, ncol = 3)
}
```

# Base R Plots
state = par("mfrow", "mar")
par(mfrow = c(4, 3), mar = c(2, 2, 2, 2))
sets = sort(unique(twelve_from_slant_alternate_long$dataset))
for (s in sets) {
  df = twelve_from_slant_alternate_long[twelve_from_slant_alternate_long$dataset == s, ]
  plot(df$x, df$y, pch = 16, xlab = "", ylab = "")
  title(s)
}
par(state)
```

---

twelve_from_slant_alternate_wide

*Twelve From Slant Alternate (wide) data*

Description

A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in non-parametric measures: median, interquartile range, and Spearman’s rank correlation.

Usage

twelve_from_slant_alternate_wide
Format
A data frame with 182 rows and 24 variables:

- `bullseye_x`: x-values for the bullseye dataset
- `bullseye_y`: y-values for the bullseye dataset
- `circle_x`: x-values for the circle dataset
- `circle_y`: y-values for the circle dataset
- `dots_x`: x-values for the dots dataset
- `dots_y`: y-values for the dots dataset
- `h_lines_x`: x-values for the h_lines dataset
- `h_lines_y`: y-values for the h_lines dataset
- `high_lines_x`: x-values for the high_lines dataset
- `high_lines_y`: y-values for the high_lines dataset
- `slant_x`: x-values for the slant dataset
- `slant_y`: y-values for the slant dataset
- `slant_down_x`: x-values for the slant_down dataset
- `slant_down_y`: y-values for the slant_down dataset
- `slant_up_x`: x-values for the slant_up dataset
- `slant_up_y`: y-values for the slant_up dataset
- `star_x`: x-values for the star dataset
- `star_y`: y-values for the star dataset
- `v_lines_x`: x-values for the v_lines dataset
- `v_lines_y`: y-values for the v_lines dataset
- `wide_lines_x`: x-values for the wide_lines dataset
- `wide_lines_y`: y-values for the wide_lines dataset
- `x_shape_x`: x-values for the x_shape dataset
- `x_shape_y`: y-values for the x_shape dataset

References
Examples

# save current settings
state = par("mar", "mfrow")

# plot
par(mfrow = c(4, 3), mar = c(1, 3, 3, 1))

nms = names(twelve_from_slant_alternate_wide)
for (i in seq(1, 23, by = 2)) {
  nm = substr(nms[i], 1, nchar(nms[i]) - 2)
  plot(twelve_from_slant_alternate_wide[[nms[i]]],
       twelve_from_slant_alternate_wide[[nms[i + 1]]],
       xlab = "", ylab = "", main = nm)
}

# reset settings
par(state)

twelve_from_slant_long

Twelve From Slant (long) data

Description

A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in standard measures: mean, standard deviation, and Pearson’s correlation.

Usage

twelve_from_slant_long

Format

A data frame with 2184 rows and 3 variables:

- **dataset**: the dataset the data are from
- **x**: x-values
- **y**: y-values

References

Examples

```r
if (require(ggplot2)) {
  ggplot(twelve_from_slant_long, aes(x = x, y = y, colour = dataset)) +
  geom_point() +
  theme_void() +
  theme(legend.position = "none") +
  facet_wrap(~dataset, ncol = 3)
}

# Base R Plots
state = par("mfrow", "mar")
par(mfrow = c(4, 3), mar = c(3, 2, 2, 2))
sets = sort(unique(twelve_from_slant_long$dataset))
for (s in sets) {
  df = twelve_from_slant_long[twelve_from_slant_long$dataset == s, ]
  plot(df$x, df$y, pch = 16, xlab = "", ylab = "")
  title(s)
}
par(state)
```

twelve_from_slant_wide

Twelve From Slant (wide) data

Description

A dataset demonstrating the utility of visualization. These 12 datasets are equal in standard measures: mean, standard deviation, and Pearson’s correlation.

Usage

twelve_from_slant_wide

Format

A data frame with 182 rows and 24 variables:

- **bullseye_x**: x-values for the bullseye dataset
- **bullseye_y**: y-values for the bullseye dataset
- **circle_x**: x-values for the circle dataset
- **circle_y**: y-values for the circle dataset
- **dots_x**: x-values for the dots dataset
- **dots_y**: y-values for the dots dataset
• **h_lines_x**: x-values for the `h_lines` dataset
• **h_lines_y**: y-values for the `h_lines` dataset
• **high_lines_x**: x-values for the `high_lines` dataset
• **high_lines_y**: y-values for the `high_lines` dataset
• **slant_x**: x-values for the `slant` dataset
• **slant_y**: y-values for the `slant` dataset
• **slant_down_x**: x-values for the `slant_down` dataset
• **slant_down_y**: y-values for the `slant_down` dataset
• **slant_up_x**: x-values for the `slant_up` dataset
• **slant_up_y**: y-values for the `slant_up` dataset
• **star_x**: x-values for the `star` dataset
• **star_y**: y-values for the `star` dataset
• **v_lines_x**: x-values for the `v_lines` dataset
• **v_lines_y**: y-values for the `v_lines` dataset
• **wide_lines_x**: x-values for the `wide_lines` dataset
• **wide_lines_y**: y-values for the `wide_lines` dataset
• **x_shape_x**: x-values for the `x_shape` dataset
• **x_shape_y**: y-values for the `x_shape` dataset

References


Examples

```r
# save current settings
state = par("mar", "mfrow")

# plot
par(mfrow = c(4, 3), mar = c(1, 3, 3, 1))

nms = names(twelve_from_slant_wide)
for (i in seq(1, 23, by = 2)) {
  nm = substr(nms[i], 1, nchar(nms[i]) - 2)
  plot(twelve_from_slant_wide[[nms[i]]],
       twelve_from_slant_wide[[nms[i + 1]]],
       xlab = "", ylab = "", main = nm)
}

# reset settings
par(state)
```
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